It is shown that on a closed manifold there are no globally stable differential forms.
A number of people have worked on the problem of the stability of differential forms. Martinet [1] has inspected the singularities and stability of germs of p-forms. His definition for stability is the following: a germ of a pform co is stable if for every nearby germ w' there is a germ of a diffeomorphism / such that/*co' = co. In this paper Martinet computes some examples of stable germs. The stability of globally defined closed differential forms where the nearby forms co' are allowed to vary only within the cohomology class of co have been studied by Moser [2] , Chatelet and Rosenberg [3] , and others.
A very tempting idea-given Martinet's sucess-is to try to find globally stable forms on a compact manifold M using the following: Definition 1. A p-form to on a manifold A is stable if there is a neighborhood Q of co in the C00 topology on p-forms such that if co' is in ß, then there is a diffeomorphism/:
A -» A such that/*co' = co. Unfortunately, this definition of stability for p-forms does have problems, for a little thought shows that there are obstructions to the existence of globally defined stable forms. In fact we show: Theorem 2. Using this definition of global stability, there do not exist globally stable forms on compact manifolds.
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Our arguments fall into two classes: first we show that in a large number of cases of p-forms on n-manifolds even local stability for germs in the sense of Martinet is not possible; second, in the remaining cases there are global invariants which obstruct the existence of stable forms. Lemma 3. On an n-manifold where n > 10, there exist no locally or globally stable p-forms where 3 < p < n -3. The same is true for 4-or 5-forms on 9-manifolds. In these cases, condition (1) of Definition 4 is obvious. For condition (2) we see that if <p(co) # 0, we can take co, = (/ + l)co; while if <p(co) = 0 we need a short argument. For example, in the case p = \, n = 2k there is a 1-form a such that (da) # 0. This is obviously true locally; extend the form to a global one in some convenient fashion. Then take co, = co + ta and note that (dut)k = t(dco)k~X A da + ■ ■ ■ + tk(da)k since <p(co) = \(dw)k\ = 0. There is a first nonzero term since (da) ¥= 0 and for small / this term dominates. So it is impossible for <p(co,) = 0 for all t small and fx rp(co,) ¥= 0. Note we use the facts that tp # 0 and tp(ico) = \t\ <p(co) for some number / ¥= 0 to construct the curve co, which shows that rp is destabilizing. For the other cases listed above these facts are clear. For the following cases a similar proof will work. The cases that remain are (p,n) = (n-2,n), (3,6), (3,9), (4,7), (5,8), or (6,9). To complete our discussion, we note that global stability for closed forms could be defined as in Definition 1, if closed p-form is substituted forp-form throughout. This definition is just as bad as Definition 1, for Lemma 3 is still valid and Lemma 6 is valid in any case where the destabilizing mapping was defined without the use of exterior differentiation. Also, it is easy to show that if a closed p-form on X is stable, then the pth cohomology on A with real coefficients is zero.
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